
Dear Parents/Carers,

The homework activities we now set will be more about spending time together as a family. You may

decide to take some photos of the activities you do and upload them onto the Google Classroom under

the ‘Homework’ section or to stick the photos in their homework books. Other tasks can be brought into

school as they are completed to share with the class. All homework will need to be handed in by

Thursday 25th May 2023. Pupils will still be expected to read daily and learn their weekly spellings.

Activity 1

Get reading!

What would you most like to learn about? Can you find

out more about it in books? Can you find a new hobby?

Take some photographs of you reading your books in

the strangest place and upload them to Google

Classroom or stick them in your homework book.

Alternatively, write about what you did in your

homework book!

Activity 2

Research the different types of forces and

create a double page spread describing each

force.

Think about: what it is, how each force could be

demonstrated, draw an image showing each

force.

This can be done in your homework book or

created in Google Classroom.

Activity 3

Make a fact sheet for King Charles I. Research key

facts about his life, was he a good king and why?

This can be done in your homework book or created in

Google Classroom.

Activity 4

Junk modelling!

Collect and recycle materials such as yoghurt

pots, toilet rolls and boxes and see what you

can create with them.

Take a photo and upload it to Google

Classroom or bring it into school.

Activity 5

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to live

in a castle? Carry out some research about a famous

castle and choose how to present your information.

Where is the castle? Who lived there? How was the

castle defended? Was it part of a siege?

This can be done in your homework book or created in

Google Classroom.

Activity 6

Would you prefer to be a Roundhead or a

Cavalier? Research each of them and decide

which you like to be. Create a poster about one

of them, trying to persuade others to become a

Roundhead or Cavalier too. This can be done in

your homework book or created in Google

Classroom.

Activity 7

Make a paper aeroplane and investigate the effects of

air resistance and gravity on it. Time how long it takes

to fall to the ground. Can you adjust the design to make

it fall more slowly? Draw the design of your new

aeroplane and explain how you made it fall slower.

Activity 8

Go on a nature walk and collect some natural

materials (leaves, moss, flowers etc).

Use these materials to create a piece of

magnificent art. You could use them to print a

pattern or use the natural shapes to inspire your

own artwork! Have fun!

Activity 9

Do you like cooking?

Spend some time with your family making and creating

your own favourite recipes. Then enjoy eating your

creation altogether. Don’t forget to take a photograph

of all of you baking together and upload it to Google

Classroom or stick it into your homework book.

Alternatively, write about what you did in your

homework book!

Activity 10

Making Music!

Write a rap or a song about a pizza, baking a

cake, going for a walk… or any other ideas of

your own! Use one of your homework tasks as

inspiration.

Be as creative as possible!

The lyrics can be written in your homework book

or created in Google Classroom.


